
Holistic Arbitrage Platform

Corporate Intro



Jubilee Ace Limited, founded in British Virgin Islands in 2018 with a paid-up

capital of US$ 50million, is an advanced data analysis company that

specializes in multi-sector arbitraging opportunities around the world.

Jubilee Ace Limited began with traditional commodities trading arbitrage on the

exchanges before expanding and venturing into sports arbitraging and

cryptocurrency arbitraging. With a proven track record and a successful

business model, Jubilee Ace Limited improves on and refines the data it

extracts and transforms them into monetizable strategies and actionable

market decisions, culminating into a steady portfolio of low risk, lucrative

investments.

Jubilee Ace is primed to impact the financial industry with a transformative

effect that would set its foundation and position as a leader in this new period



JUBILEE ACE
ARBITRAGE

In the financial world, arbitrage is a tool which refers to the simultaneous purchase 

and sale of assets or position to profit from the price difference between the two.

Commodities Arbitrage involves the precise tracking of correlated products such 

as gold vs crude oil, and placing accurate trade orders on both products to 

guarantee a profit.

Cryptocurrency Arbitrage involves purchasing a cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin 

from an exchange, and immediately transferring and selling it on another 

exchange at a higher price for a profit.

Sports Arbitrage is the act of placing calculated wagers with credible sports 

books on all possible results of a sporting event, so that a certain level of profit is 

generated at the end of the event.



Developed by our founders, the Ace Quantum Universal Arbitrage (AQUA) 

is a cutting edge data consolidation and analysis system, which extracts big 

live data from around the world and runs them through Jubilee Ace’s 

algorithms. AQUA develops profitable trading and arbitrage scenarios 

across 3 specialized sectors – Commodities, Sports and Cryptocurrencies.

AQUA – Commodities

AQUA – Sports

AQUA – Cryptocurrencies

Meet our Ace Quantum Universal
Arbitrage (AQUA)

AQUA



INTRODUCING AQUA

Low risk, high performance 

system

Operates 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week

Deploys worldwide to scan 

and formulate the best 

arbitrage combinations

AQUA is an automated arbitraging system

100% Automated Trading



AQUA
CRYPTOCURRENCY  



AQUA
CRYPTOCURRENCY

Since Bitcoin’s rise in popularity around the world, alternative

cryptocurrencies and a large number of cryptocurrency

exchanges have burst into the scene.

On Coinmarketcap.com, the official number of exchanges is

stated to be at 16193, with over 2000 cryptocurrencies trading

over the world.

The discrepancy in information and pricing across these

exchanges presents an unprecedented arbitraging opportunity for

Jubilee Ace.



100 USD → 136 SGD

136 SGD → 90 EUR

90 EUR → 102 USD

AQUA
CRYPTOCURRENCY

USD

SGD EUR

X

X

102

100

Profit : 2 USD 

Profit (%) : 2/100 = 2%



Buying 1 LTC with BTC cost 
0.012658 (Method 1)

Buying 1 LTC with BTC through 
ETH cost 0.012644 
(0.0345*036649) (Method 2)

Since there is a spread 
between the 2 different trading 
methods (0.012658 - 0.012644)

We will buy 1 LTC with BTC 
through ETH and sell the 1 LTC 
to get back a higher value in 
BTC

*To note, we can trade the other 
way round if Method 2 has a 
higher BTC value

AQUA
CRYPTOCURRENCY

LTC / ETH 0.36649

ETH / BTC 0.0345

LTC/ BTC 0.012658



AQUA -
CRYPTOCURRENCY 
INTERFACE



AQUA SPORTS



Multiple combinations in a game
Over 1,700 opportunities a week
3% to 8% ROI per game

Unprecedented Income 
Opportunity!

SPORTS ARBITRAGING
With over 3000 major leagues and thousands 

of minor leagues around the globe.

With multiple combinations available for

every game, there are over 90,000 

opportunities per year.



AQUA – SPORTS INTERFACE



AQUA – SPORTS INTERFACE

Scenario 1 : Over

Winning : 880 

Loss : 860

Profit : 20

Profit % : 20/1000 = 2%



AQUA – SPORTS INTERFACE

Scenario 1 : Over

Winning : 880 

Loss : 860

Profit : 20

Profit % : 20/1000 = 2%

Scenario 2 : Under

Winning : 1000 

Loss: 1000

Profit : 0

Profit % : 0%









AQUA 
COMMODITIESAQUA 

COMMODITIES



Commodities are a unique asset class 

which are not directly correlated to 

traditional stocks and shares, but have 

pairs which have historical price 

movements that trend in consistent 

directions with one and other.

For example, Gold and Silver tend to 

trend in the same direction, but Gold is 

more volatile than Silver. As an 

arbitraging technique, we can long 

Gold and short Silver for low risk trade 

position.

AQUA –
COMMODITIES



Commodities

+ 0.2 % + 0.5 %

Long Gold:  +0.5 %

Short Silver: -0.2 %
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AQUA – COMMODITIES INTERFACE



Aqua Commodities compares over 30 pairs of Arbitrage 
Trades every second to spot all the most lucrative 
opportunities.

Profit Target in Every Arbitrage:

0.1% - 0.2%

Daily Trade Profit Target:

Basic Target 0.6%, High Target 1%

Weekly (5 days) Trade Profit Target:

Basic Target 3%, High Target 5%

AQUA –
COMMODITIES



Jubilee Ace –
Holistic Arbitrage Platform

Cryptocurrency Arbitrage >

Provides ongoing consistent 

returns on your capital

Sports Arbitrage >

Provides periodical high powered 

returns based on worldwide gaming 

events

Commodities Arbitrage >

Provides low risk, trend based 

trading returns based on correlated 

commodities

Flexible Multi-Sector Arbitrage Opportunity




